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Objective: Surgical non-response for obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) depends on 

inadequate correction of obstruction sites in the upper airway. To examine drug-

induced sleep computed tomography (DI-SCT) scan findings in nonresponders to 

previous upper airway surgery for OSA. 

Method: DI-SCT using propofol for light sedation (70-75) by bispectral monitor was 

performed in nonresponders to previous upper airway surgery (including relocation 

pharyngoplasty with or without nasal surgery and coblation endoscopic lingual 

lightening). Nonresponders were defined as apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) reduction 

less than 50% after surgery. Recorded findings from DI-SCT included the presence 

and degree of obstruction of the velum, oropharyngeal lateral walls, tongue, and/or 

epiglottis) to upper airway obstruction.  

Results: Eighteen nonresponders underwent DI-SCT examinations. Median age was 

42.0 (interquartile range: 35.5-49.8) years, and median body-mass index was 27.1 

(interquartile range: 24.7-28.6) kg/m2. On diagnostic sleep studies prior to DI-SCT, 

the median AHI was 48.4 (interquartile range: 25.2-57.4) events/hr. During DI-SCT, 

72% of subjects demonstrated residual palatal obstruction, 44% had residual 

oropharyngeal lateral wall obstruction, 44% had tongue base obstruction, and 50% 

demonstrated epiglottis obstruction. Sixty-one percent of patients had postoperative 

multi-level obstructions. 

Conclusion: Despite multi-level OSA surgery, residual upper airway obstruction in 

surgery nonresponders likely occurs due to multiple mechanisms, and DI-SCT may 

help to understand the reasons of nonresponding. 
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